SparkView was developed on a HTML5 technology
basis for the remote access from any device simply
using a browser. Access your VMs, desktops,
servers or applications without having to install any
other software on the client. A central and single
point of administration and authentication, SSL
or TLS encrypted tunnels as well as the optional
integration of multi-factor authentication solutions
take remote access security to a whole new level.
More essential advantages:

FULL OF ENERGY TOWARDS THE FUTURE
SMA SOLARY TECHNOLOGY AND SPARKVIEW

No Java, No Flash, No ActiveX, No Plugin, No Rollout
The SMA Solary Technology AG was facing a great challenge: A good alternative for the previous
remote access solution had to be found. One that can be seamlessly integrated into the already
existing system and allows authorized users to access determined resources, without having to
install a client on every single device.
The solution: SparkView.
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Thanks to the proof of concept (poc) method, we had the software installed and
were able to see right away how easy to handle this program is. This made the
decision quite easy for us.
Thoralf Geese, SMA Solary Technology AG

The solution:
Thoralf Geese remembers: “SparkView was
the perfect solution for us, since it allows
for a secure remote access to applications,

REMOTE ACCESS RETROFIT FOR SMA

desktops and servers from any device.
What is also new is, that we can now make
certain resources available to external
service providers, which guarantees

About SMA Solary Technology AG
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in software was SMA’s wish for a direct RDP access
via internet to only designated areas of their intranet.

Challenge:

During the selection process of the new product, the

the energy supply structures around the world are
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SparkView.

As the most economical energy source, photovoltaic
energy, as well as businesses linked to that sector,
will be greatly affected. Within these companies the
combination of BYOD strategies and conventional

for a fast and seamless workflow for
all.“ Another plus: no installation on the
clients or the target systems is needed to
take full advantage of all benefits, since

BENEFITS OF SPARKVIEW
- Secure remote access to applications,
desktops and servers from any device
via web browser.
- No installation on the clients or the
target systems.
- Supports RDP, SSH, Telnet and VNC
protocols.
- No Java, No Flash, No ActiveX, No
Plugin – No Rollout.
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of HTML5. A central point of administration
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to us at all times. Thanks to the proof of
concept method, we had the software

